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Deliverable D 6.4
The website is created. It describes the project and gives the news. Each ESR
position is described. All internet documents linked to the project are put on the
cloud of the project.

Introduction
Deliverable D7.1 “Project website” describes the key points of design, execution, content,
usage, and communication strategy behind the internet platform of the ATHOR project. The
URL of the website is www.etn-athor.eu and it has been operating since June 2017. The
website is hosted by Limoges University server (coordinating university), developed using a
WordPress 4.8.1 tool and maintained by the dedicated team (Sebastian Larue, Guy Oum,
Daria Barsuk) and it will be updated regularly. The website’s purpose is to increase project
visibility and to communicate main targets of the project to the research and industrial
communities and wide public.
The content of the website is supposed to be fed by:
-

Consotrium members by sharing news and achievements and publications in their field
of research;
ESRs by creating their personal blogs and articles;
Twin projects (ex.: 3D-CERAM. Grant 765445)
News from H2020 and EC websites via “feeds”
Social media posts (twitter, facebook, youtube)

The points above are still in the process of development and optimization, and will advance
together with the reception of the lacking elements (students recruitment, projects startups
etc.).
Internal communication platform within the consortium - “Ucloud” - is directly linked to the
website and is hosted by Limoges University server. The quota available at present is
20 Gb but is extensible if necesssary. Ucloud platform is devided into multiple directories,
offering common working space according to the subject (ex.: “Industrial Advisory Board”,
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“ESRs working space”, “Deliverables” etc.). Each project member has his/her own access
to this shared workspace and a possibility to consult, download/upload and modify the
content. The archivation of Ucloud is performed by the Limoges University server, the
history of the content can be traced back to up to three months.

Public content
ATHOR website is accessible at www.etn-athor.eu.
It was developed to act as an information hub about the project’s aims, goals, activities and
results. Its sections provides the following content:

a)
b)
c)
d)

Introduction and industrial context
Project overview and programmed training
Description of academic and industrial partners and their localization
Information related to ESR’s research topics in the context of the project and project
leaders
e) News, press releases, publications
f) Information about vacant positions
g) Contacts
There have been planned a release of several dessimination media poductions, related to
ATHOR to describe the activity of the project through videos, cartoons/animations. First
steps have been taken in this direction and an agreement established with the dedicated
multimedia unit (CanalSup) of the Limoges University. This content will also be disposed
in a new section of the website.
Landing page of the website (see Fig.1) is designated to falimialize the visitor with the
project and provides only very general information, such as project’s logo, the scope of
research, funding, main actors, role of FIRE (Federation for International Refractory

Research and Education ) community and information about the recruited Ph.D. students.
From this page, visitor can access other sections of the website, listed in the horizontal
menu.
On its right, the page also displays all the related news and events, related to the project.
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Fig.1. Landing page of ATHOR website
Project page describes planned activities of the project more in details, making an accent of its
networking and training of the generation of highly skilled speciallists through active exchange between
partners and transfer of knowledge between industry and academy (Fig.2).
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Fig.2. Project page of ATHOR website

Partners page lists all project partners and their locations indicated on the map below. By clicking on
each partner’s icon visitor will be redirected on its homepage (Fig.3).
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Fig.3. Partners page of ATHOR website
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Team page (Fig. 4) structures information about:
- Management unit of the project
- ESRs
- ESR supervisors and academic and industrial mentors
Behind each photograph, a profile of the researcher is available.

Fig.4. Fragment of a team page of ATHOR website

Jobs page has served to advertise initially available 15 ESR and 1 Project Manager position as
displayed as in Fig.5. Currently, this page is under construction since only 3 Ph.D. positions are left
vacant and related recruitment will be proceeded by the MINHO partner University in agreement with the
organisation’s local requirements. Simultaneous advertisement regarding the left available positions will
appear on the website.
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Fig.5. Jobs page of ATHOR website

Contacts page communicates the persons to address in case of inquiries or any subject related to the
project’s activity (Fig. 6).

Fig.6. Contacts page of ATHOR website
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Conclusions
ATHOR website is an online tool to communicate the results and events in the framework of the project. It
will be regularly updated and improved by project members (project manager, ESRs and informatics
support university team) in order to provide the latest news, relevant results and breakthroughs. It will
remain also available for 3 years after the end of the project. The simplicity of navigation and design allows
all categories of web users to easily access the needed information and to contact projects representatives.
The internal Ucloud collaboration space https://ucloud.unilim.fr is created to respond to the project needs
in terms of exchange of big amount of data and to stock produced results and documentation in numerical
formats. This space is password protected and the security of this platform is guaranteed by the Informatics
Systems Direction (DSI) of Limoges University.
* ATHOR website was primarily developed with efforts of local SPCTS/UNILIM researcher Guy OUM and
with a support of informatics unit of Limoges University. Project manager Daria Barsuk has joined the
project in November 2017 and is emerging in the process of websaite mainteinance and update. The
recruited ESRs who join the SPCTS laboratory in January 2018 will also actively take part in the “life” of
the website and related blogging.
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